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DESIGN EXAMPLES DE #1

Using SERENADE 8.7 Design Suite to design 435/145 MHz contiguous
diplexer filter
By Dipl. Ing. Gyula Nagy, HA8ET
This article illustrates the design and development techniques of a 435/145 MHz contiguous
diplexer filter for Gyula Nagy from Pollak School of Electronics Test & Measurement Lab
(Szentes, Hungary) http://www.HA8ET.hu
Background
This example shows how SERENADE 8.7
can be used for help designing a
contiguous lumped element diplexer. A
diplexer circuit is basically a frequency
multiplexer that splits a single channel
carrying many frequencies into two
channels carrying fewer frequencies. The
block diagram in Figure 1 shows the
typical contiguous diplexer circuit. The
diplexer is formed by paralleling singly
terminated low pass and high pass filters
derived from the same normalised low pass
prototype. This results in an input
impedance which is nearly constant at 50Ω
over a broad frequency range.

Figure 1 Tipical diplexer circuit

The design of all filters is based on
a low pass filter with that shape of
response. This low pass filter is called the
low pass prototype and the values of
elements in that filter are called the
prototype “G” values. The values are
normalized to 1 Ω input impedance and a
cutoff frequency of 1 radian/sec. The

approach is to base the design on the singly
terminated normalized low pass filter of
Figure 2.

Figure 2 Singly terminated, normalised 7th
order low pass filter

The Butterworth low pass response
is useful when matching and delaying in
the passband, particularly at low
frequencies, are important. The shape is
characterized by monotonically increasing
attenuation in the pass band to 3 dB at the
cutoff frequency. Attenuation monotonically increases with increasing
frequency in the transition and stopbands.
Filters with infinite attenuation only at DC
or infinite frequency, and therefore which
have no zeros of transmission at finite
frequencies, are called all-pole filters. The
Butterworth is a simple filter, with suitable
characteristics for many applications. For
straightforward filtering applications, the
Butterworth is the filter response of choice.
Its disadvantage is only fair selectivity.
The frequency response of the Butterworth
lowpass filter is given by:
1
,
H ( jω ) =
2
1 + Ψn (ω )
where ψn(ω) is the nth order power of ω.
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Design example
The diplexer to be designed has the
following requirements:
• Crossover Frequency: 250 MHz (-3dB)
• 50 ohm terminations
• Return loss > -40 dB
• Insertion loss < -0,3 dB (in bandpass)
• Attenuation in stopband > -30 dB
• No transformer
This is a multi-step example. The
Serenade
Desktop
operates
within
projects, which contain all the information
necessary to build, simulate and view
results for the circuit design. Each circuit
you design is part of such a project. When
you create a new design, you must first
create a project (.ssp) file:
• Otherwise, choose File > New from the
main menu.
• Choose Project
• Enter 250MHz_Singly_LP in the field
labeled Project Name (in our
example).
Design a 7th order LP Filter
The Filter Synthesis Program can be
started by selecting Filter Synthesis from
the Tools pull-down menu in Serenade.
After designing a filter in the program, the
user can choose a menu command to send

the result back to Serenade schematic. The
dialog in Figure 3 lets you quickly choose
your first action: starting with a new filter
document. In this Filter Application
Startup Dialog you must choose which
type of filter to design (in our example:
Low Pass Filter)

Figure 3 Filter Application Startup dialog box

Next step: choosing the filter type. When
you choose a command from the
Synthesize menu such as Low Pass Filter,
you will first be presented with a dialog
that asks you to choose the type of filter,
the design process, and the technology to
render the design. This is what that screen
might look like (see below the Dialog box
in Hungarian WIN-98):

Figure 4
Low pass filter
dialog box in the
Filter Synthesis
program
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After clicking the Next button, we enter specifications on the next screen:

Figure 5
Specification of the LP filter:

Prototype: Butterworth
Cutoff frequency = 250 MHz
Filter Order = 7th
Edge Level = -3 dB
1st Element: series
Termination: SINGLE ENDED!
Load impedance: 50 Ω

Clicking the Next button and then clicking the Finish button on the final screen, results in a
schematic in Figure 6:

Choosing the Flip Circuit command from the Transform menu. This command flips the
network end for end (input and output ports).
To set the frequency range and y-axis scalings to definite values, select Reports > Analysis
Settings (see below in Figure 7). If your response is scaled differently, click the Rescale
button on the Properties Tab (Figure 8).

Figure 7 Analysis Settings

Figure 8 Rescale

Quality Factors: (Settings > Preferences…, then select the Response)
• Capacitor: QC = 1000, Inductor: QL = 100 (conventional values)
These Q-values will be taken into account when calculating the response.
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Figure 9
To view the data
expressions and
Report Editor
settings used to
build this plot

Table 1 This table displays a text net list for
our example

Table 2 The KQ and G values window as
shown below:

* Created by Ansoft Filter Synthesis (c)1998-99
* 250MHz_Singly_LP
* Date: 01/05/02 11:30:18
* Format: Super Compact (c)Ansoft Corporation
* Prototype: Lumped Lowpass
QC:1000
QL:100
FR1:250MHz
BLK

Table 3 „G” values can be exported to a

IND 1 2 L=49.581nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 2 0 C=22.903pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 2 3 L=52.802nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 3 0 C=17.789pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 3 4 L=33.58nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 4 0 C=8.3521pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 4 5 L=7.0831nH Q=QL F=FR1
NETWORK: 2POR 1 5

text file by selecting File > Export File (in
our example: InstDir/250MHz_Singly.txt):
*G - Values for 250MHz_Singly_LP

END
FREQ
STEP

4MHz 500MHz 2.48MHz

END
OUT
PRI NETWORK R1 =46.1 R2 =50
END

S

1.00000
0.22252
0.65597
1.05496
1.39717
1.65883
1.79883
1.55765
0.92183
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

Select this icon from Toolbar menu (transfer the ideal schematic to Serenade):
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Figure 10 250MHz Singly Terminated LP filter schematic in Serenade 8.7 desktop

Figure 11 shows the result: a rectangular graph of the 250 MHz Singly Terminated low pass filter's
gain [dB(S21)] and input match –Return Loss- [dB(S11)] responses.
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Design a 7th order HP Filter
•
•
•

Select File > New from the Serenade
main menu.
Choose Project
Enter 250MHz_Singly_HP in the field
labeled Project Name (in our
example).

Specification of the HP filter:
Prototype: Butterworth
Cutoff frequency = 250 MHz
Filter Order = 7th
Edge Level = -3 dB
1st Element: series
Load impedance: 50 Ω
Termination: SINGLE ENDED!
The steps of the designing of the
HP filter are the same as introduced in case
of the LP filter. The steps should be
applied according to common sense. We
do not introduce the in-between steps
because of extent. The only difference
between the designing process of the two
filters is that you can not use the Flip
Circuit command from the Transform
menu. After the union of the HP and the
LP filters the numbering of the diplexer
ports are the same as shown in Figure 1.

Table 3 This table displays a text net list for 7th
order singly terminated Butterworth HP filter

* Created by Ansoft Filter Synthesis (c)1998-99
* 250MHz_Singly_HP
* Date: 01/12/02 17:55:06
* Format: Super Compact (c)Ansoft Corporation
* Prototype: Lumped Highpass
QC:1000
QL:100
FR1:250MHz
BLK
CAP 1 2 C=8.1741pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 2 0 L=17.695nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 2 3 C=7.6755pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 3 0 L=22.783nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 3 4 C=12.069pF Q=QC F=FR1
IND 4 0 L=48.525nH Q=QL F=FR1
CAP 4 5 C=57.219pF Q=QC F=FR1
NETWORK: 2POR 1 5
END
FREQ
STEP 100MHz 400MHz 1.5MHz
END
OUT
PRI NETWORK R1 =46.1 R2 =50
END

Figure 12 The singly terminated HP filter schematic in the Filter Sythesis program

S
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Figure 13 The completed singly terminated HP filter schematic for analysis in the Serenade Desktop.
(Copy of the selected parts to the clipboard for the next design step)

Figure 14 The rectangular graph of the 250 MHz Singly Terminated high pass filter's gain [dB(S21)]
and input match –Return Loss- [dB(S11)] responses
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Design the contiguous diplexer filter
step by step

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The first step in the design procedure is
to choose File > New from the
Serenade main menu.
Select Project
Enter Contiguous_Diplexer in the
field labeled Project Name (in our
example).

•
•

Figure 15
Shows the response of the program:
„it is not part of the current project”

•
•

After it choose File > Open from the
Serenade main menu
Select 250MHz_Singly_LP.sch
(Schematic file) from the InstDir,
when referring to the full path of a file

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select the completed singly terminated
LP filter schematic (left mause button)
Edit > Copy to Clipboard
Edit > Paste (Ctrl + V)
File > Close
File > Open from the Serenade main
menu
Choose 250MHz_Singly_HP.sch from
the InstDir (is not part of the current
project)
Select the singly terminated HP filter
schematic (left mouse button) without
INPUT port, OUTPUT port, and VAR
& FREQ blocks (see Figure 13)
Edit > Copy to Clipboard
File > Close
Edit > Paste (Ctrl + V)
Connect together the two filters at the
singly-terminated ends (P1 Port is
common)
Place a new P3 port (Property: 50 OH)
Modify FREQ block: STEP 100MHz
500MHz 2MHz
Clicking the Analysis button opens the
Linear Analysis dialog box and
automatically starts analysis.

Figure 16 The rectangular graph of the singly terminated HP and LP filter’s responses (before modifying analysis report) - common port terminations are singly terminated
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Figure 17
Modifying Linear Analysis Report dialog box with original singly terminated
ports

Figure 18
Port Terminations dialog box.
After modification impedance of
all ports are 50 Ohms

Figure 19 New Modify Linear Analysis Report dialog box
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Figure 20 The completed contiguous diplexer schematic for analysis in the Serenade Desktop

Figure 21 The rectangular graph of the contiguous diplexer’s responses. All ports are 50 Ohms
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Figure 22 Insertion Loss of the 435/145 MHz contiguous diplexer. Quality Factors: QC = 1000,
QL = 100

Conclusion
This example illustrates the design of a
contiguous diplexer filter. This is a natural
and desirable consequence of designing
diplexers by connecting together singly
terminated filters with identical cutoff
frequencies. Notice that the Return Loss is
excellent through the entire crossover
region.
Similar results are achieved using
Chebyshev (or other type) filters with
contiguous 3 dB corner frequencies.
Example projects:
•
•
•

250MHz_Singly_LP
250MHz_Singly_HP
Contiguous_Diplexer

Example Files:
•
•
•

250MHz_Singly_LP.flt
250MHz_Singly_LP.txt
250MHz_Singly_HP.flt
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